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address (plural addresses) Direction or superscription of a letter, or the name, title, and place of residence of the person
addressed. Act of addressing oneself to a person or group a discourse or speech.Lookup white pages information by
name, address or phone number. Filing addresses for businesses, tax professionals and individual taxpayers for use
during calendar year 2016.Find UK addresses for free - search by name, location or postcode to track down people or to
check the occupants of an address with , the UKs leadingaddress. noun. : the words and numbers that are used to
describe the location of a building and that are written on letters, envelopes, and packages so that they can be mailed to
that location. : the letters, numbers, and symbols that are used to direct an e-mail message or to show the location of a
site on the [noun uh-dres, ad-res verb uh-dres] Synonyms Examples Word Origin. See more synonyms on noun. a
speech or written statement, usually formal, directed to a particular group of persons: the presidents address on the state
of the economy.Whitepages - Search, Find, Know The largest and most trusted online directory with contact
information, background checks powered by SmartCheck, andAddresses of federal, cantonal and communal authorities
as well as online directories, websites, phone numbers and e-mail of the swiss administrations.Synonyms for addresses
at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for addresses.An email address
identifies an email box to which email messages are delivered. A wide variety of formats were used in early email
systems, but only a singleYour computer is hooked up to the Internet. An IP address plays a significant role in that. Read
on to learn about the basics of IP addresses.
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